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I apologize for today’s somber tone, but I think we forget the true impact of 9/11. With the current pandemic,
political b.s., hyper-partisanship and upcoming elections, it’s nice to remember how Americans can rally
together in the face of such extreme turmoil and anguish. I’m sure those that served our country in previous
wars can substantiate this. A heartfelt thanks to all who responded to this attack by helping others. No
matter how that help was accomplished. No country is perfect. We’re all human, thus inherently imperfect,
but I wouldn’t trade living here for anywhere else in the world.
US Futures-World Markets: US equity futures are higher as we look to end a volatile week in the green. Tech
shares are gaining after yesterday’s pullback. Michael Santoli of CNBC referred to the current state of the
market as having ‘post-concussion syndrome’. I thought that was a good way to describe the selloff. The
Nasdaq is on track for its biggest one-week decline since mid-March. This corrective phase for US equities has
eliminated some of the market froth, but we are still not in oversold territory. Volatility is taking a pause with
the VIX at 28, so keep an eye on which way it moves. We’re back to drawing board as Democrats blocked the
slimmed down economic stimulus package. Jobless claims were 884k. In the same week last year, initial
claims were 208k. That puts thigs into perspective. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +20.56, 10-Yr Yield: 0.685%.
CORE Headlines:
 Britain struck its first post-Brexit trade deal with Japan, hailing the agreement as a "historic moment",
just as it is struggling to clinch a deal with its closest trading partners in the European Union.-Reuters
 Tesla is planning to export Model 3 vehicles made in China to Asian and European markets, two
sources familiar with the matter told Reuters.
 Prospects for additional economic stimulus appear increasingly unlikely following yesterday's Senate
vote.-NYT
 Joe Biden says he will raise corporate taxes to 28% on the first day of his presidency. He also said he
will tax companies that move jobs overseas.-CNN
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More than 160 business leaders warn NYC Mayor Bill De Blasio about the deteriorating condition of
NYC. They say the mayor needs to address crime and other quality of life issues.-WSJ (I’m sure he is
listening and has a plan. Can’t wait to read the first book that comes out about his lack of leadership.
He should pull a Costanza and do the exact opposite of everything he is doing.)
NYC's Hudson Yards reopened with very few customers showing up.-Bberg
Federal Reserve officials forged an agreement last month on a new framework governing how they
will conduct policy over the long run, and ahead of their next meeting they are debating how to carry
out this strategy for an economy recovering from a downturn.-WSJ
Venture capitalist Neil Shen’s Sequoia Capital China is setting up a hedge-fund business to leverage
its record of choosing winners in Chinese technology, putting the firm in direct competition with
Hillhouse Capital, another high-profile Chinese asset manager with global investments.-WSJ
Sarepta dropped after the FDA requested that more work be done before approval of final-phase
testing for a treatment for Duchenne muscular dystrophy, seen by most analyst as a minor delay; SVB
Leerink analyst Joseph Schwartz maintained an outperform rating, though he said it's increasing
likely that PFE will be first to start Phase 3 testing for its treatment.-IBD
NY governor Andrew Cuomo threatened to increase the burden on the state’s already heavily taxed
residents if federal lawmakers don’t provide funding to offset losses due to the coronavirus crisis.NYP (Can someone please call his bluff)
Washington’s failure to compromise on an additional stimulus plan will leave millions of jobless
Americans in potentially dire straits, as they exhaust traditional jobless benefits and states run out of
additional funds that Trump steered to the unemployed by executive order last month.-NYT
In a sharp escalation of tensions that threatens the future of trade talks between the European Union
and the UK, Brussels warned British prime minister Boris Johnson that he must scrap plans to override
a Brexit treaty by the end of the month or face legal action.-FT
The Treasury imposed sanctions on Andrii Dekrach, a pro-Russian member of Ukraine’s parliament
who claimed that Joe Biden was engaged in corrupt activities in the country, describing Dekrach—with
whom Trump attorney Rudy Giuliani had held talks—as a Russian agent.-FT
Taiwan’s defense ministry said that China conducted a large-scale joint air and naval exercise inside
its air defense buffer zone, a move Taipei described as a “severe provocation” and a threat to regional
peace and stability, one of several occasions in which China has pushed the limits of Taiwan’s
demarcation lines.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 FSR: The 30 sit-down chains making the most money per restaurant https://bit.ly/33yqGPp
 The Ringer: Deshaun Watson could use an elite receiver https://bit.ly/3hlwbWm (Bill O’Brien is a fraud
IMO)
 Visual Capitalist: The growth of home fitness apps https://bit.ly/2RdS4ML
Charts from The Daily Shot:
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Mortgage rates hit another record low.

As a result, nearly 20 million homeowners can now refinance their mortgage. Let refi party continue.

Source: Black Knight
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The sharp increase in used car prices could give a boost to the August CPI.

Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics

The latest weakness in the US dollar has been good for smaller US manufacturers by helping them compete on price.
Smaller industrial firms have outperformed (the equal-weight stock index below gives smaller industrial firms more
weight).
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Car inventories have tightened.
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By the way, here is another pandemic-related development. Wholesalers are running low on booze.
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Consumer confidence continues to recover.
• Bloomberg’s sentiment indicator:

The S&P 500 is back at its 50-day moving average. And based on stock futures, it appears that the support will hold
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again.

Source: barchart.com

Retail investors have been punching above their weight by using options, which provide substantial leverage and can
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influence the market.

Source: @jessefelder, @FT Read full article

Millennials and GenXers have increased their amount invested in the market. (Demographics matter. Bodes well for the
market, as long as this group is employed.)

Source: Investopedia Read full article
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Brent is testing support at $40/bbl.

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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US road traffic over time:

Source: Statista
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New York City’s anemic recovery:

Source: Investopedia Read full article
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Manhattan rental apartment glut:

Source: @luxury Read full article
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Worn out by political posts on social media (2 charts):

Source: @pewresearch Read full article
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College students driving the COVID spike:

Source: @JedKolko, @indeed
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NFL betting:
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Source: American Gaming Association

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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